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other ports? My product takes a threaded port and uses that to communicate with a remote server. The problem is that the connector is a deadlock prone one. I'd like to take advantage of the fact that my server is high speed to do a series of uploads on that threaded port. But we cannot afford to have the threads stuck on that port waiting on

each other for the others to finish. Ideally I'd like to have a server thread on a different port and be able to take the threaded port and route it to that second server port. Is there a way to do this? A: In my experience, the traditional way to deal with this issue is to have the receiving port on the backend be the factory/primary listening port.
When an incoming connection request is received, the application would ensure that the current connection is not in the "waiting" state (deadlock). Then you'd start a thread which would read off the incoming connection and perform a hand-off to another port on the backend. A: If you are worried about threading issues, you might want to take
a look at the Twisted framework. If you were looking for a C or scripting language solution, try the PyTCP. In late 2010 and early 2011, I presented a paper and a poster at three conferences and three by-invitation sessions. I’ve been presenting since 1996, and none of those three items were by-invitation. Each was a paper-poster-poster session,
and the paper was on a topic that I discovered as I was writing the presentation. I kept struggling with the problem of how to organize the presentation, and with the end result. I decided the last thing I’d do was present that paper. It’d be at the end of the session, and it’d be all about the presentation. When I submitted the paper I was told that

it was premature to talk about the presentation
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